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The efforts to understand the universe is one of the very few things 

that lifts human life a little above the level of farce...

S. Weinberg, 1977
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There is baryonic matter: 

about 25% of 4He, D....heavy elements

Dark Matter???? baryonic origin???

Large Scale Structure: clusters of galaxies!

Filaments, Voids??????????????????????



  

There exists background radiation 

with the temperature T » 3K

 Penzias, Wilson 1965
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When the Universe was 1000 times smaller

its temperature was about  2725  K



RecombinationNucleosynthesis



 

Very homogeneous Inhomogeneous
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There always exist unavoidable 

Quantum Fluctuations

  

Quantum fluctuations in the density distribution are large (10-5 )

only in extremely small scales ( ∼ 10-33  cm), 

but very small ( ∼ 10-58 ) on galactic scales ( ∼ 1025  cm)

Can we transfer the large fluctuations from extremely 

small scales to large scales???
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PREDICTIONS

Perturbations are :

2) adiabatic (MC, 81)

3) gaussian: F=Fg + fNLFg

2 ,  where fNL = O(1) (MC, 81)

4) spectrum: F µ ln (l /lg ) µ l1-nS  with nS = 0.96 (MC, 81)

1) flat Universe

5) Gravitational waves (Starobinsky, 79)



5) Gravitational waves (Starobinsky, 79)



L.P.  9/6/2003:

We are writing a proposal to get money to do our small angular scale

CMB experiment. If I say that simple models of inflation require 

n_s=0.95+/-0.03 (95\% cl) is it correct?

I'm especially interested in the error. Specifically, if n_s=0.99 would

you throw in the towel on inflation? 

V .M . 9/8/2003

The "robust" estimate for spectral index for inflation is 0.92<n_s<0.97. 

The upper bound is more robust than lower. The physical reason for 

the deviation of spectrum from the flat one is the nessesity to finish inflation....

If you find n_s=0.99 +/- 0.01 (3 sigma) I would throw in the towel of inflation.



After 90 - present



COBE 1992

2.725K Blackbody 
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Ground-based:

ABS, ACBAR, ACT, AMI, APEX, APEX-SZ, ATCA

BICEP, BICEP2, BIMA, CAPMAP, CAT, CBI, Clover,

COSMOSOMAS, DASI, FOCUS, GUBBINS, Keck Array,

MAT, OCRA, OVRO, POLARBEAR, QUaD, QUBIC, QUIET,

RGWBT, Sakaatoon, SPT, TOCO, SZA, Tenerife, VSA



PREDICTIONS

Perturbations are :

2) adiabatic (MC, 81)

3) gaussian: F=Fg + fNLFg

2 ,  where fNL = O(1) (MC, 81)

4) spectrum: F µ ln (l /lg ) µ l1-nS  with nS = 0.96 (MC, 81)

1) flat Universe

5) Gravitational waves (Starobinsky, 79)



with Wtot = 1 (prediction) and H0,  W
L

,Wbar  from supernova, deuterium et.cet. we get











-Wtot = 1 ± 0.0066

-adiabatic pert.!!!, less than 1% from cosmic strings, entropy et.cet.

-gaussian: fNL = 2.5 ± 5.8

-nS =0.9585 ± 0.0070



CONCLUSIONS

-General Relativity is valid up to the scales 10-27  cm

-We all originated from quantum fluctuations



BICEP disaster











Who thinks he can explain the world  by screwing the 

small  n,  it  gets to do with Viatcheslav Mukhanov. 

"Perfect  nonsense," complains the active at  the 

University of  Munich Russian physicist,  

"the magazines are full  of  it,  but  still  it  

remains nonsense!"

This is bad  news for  all  the professionals who cheered  

in mid - March,  when it  was announced  that  they had  

signals from the first  split  seconds  measured  with a 

telescope at  the South Pole after  the Big Bang :  

Perhaps  the jubilation was premature,  the result  

contradicts other  measurements.



BS: Well, if it turns out that the relic gravitational

waves at the level of a few percent is not there, and 

we have to wait for PRISM....

would this mean that the theory of inflation

will remain unconfirmed for years?



AD: Yes remain unconfirmed in the sense that alternative

models remain relevant. However, in the theory of inflation

there is an element that has no real alternatives. It

mechanism for the generation of perturbations calculated Mukhanov

and Chibisov, - strengthening the vacuum quantum fluctuations

scalar field. Another mechanism nobody offered and

all alternative models use it.




